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GLASSY-LIKE STATES OF BULK RARE GASESR. S. Berry a*, B. M. Smirnov b**a Department of Chemistry, University of ChiagoChiago, IL 60637, USAb Institute for High Temperatures127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 27 Marh 2002De�ning a glassy-like state of a system of bound atoms as a frozen, amorphous, thermodynamially unstablestate, we onsider a glassy-like state of a ondensed rare gas as a on�gurationally exited state of bound atomsthat tends to the thermodynami equilibrium by di�usion of voids. The riterion for a ritial ooling rate isthe minimum ooling rate of the liquid state that leads to formation of a glassy-like state. Comparing thisglassy-like state with that experimentally obtained by deposition of argon atoms on a old target, we onludethat glassy-like states are haraterized by short-range parameters. On the basis of luster studies, peuliaritiesof the liquid aggregate states and glassy-like states are formulated. A glassy-like state of a luster or a bulksystem of bound atoms is a on�gurationally exited solid state; the liquid aggregate state exhibits on�gurationexitations but is haraterized by thermal motion of atoms, onsistent with the Lindemann riterion.PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.25.Bi, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Dv1. INTRODUCTIONAording to the standard de�nition [1�4℄, a glassystate is a frozen, thermodynamially nonequilibriumstate of a ondensed system that an be formed by suf-�iently fast ooling of the system from a �uid state ofthermodynami equilibrium to low temperatures, to at-tain a persistent state that is not in equilibrium. Peu-liarities of these states were �rst observed and studiedfor glasses, and we therefore all theses states in othersystems �glassy-like states�. From this standpoint, weonsider a bulk system of bound rare gas atoms, whoseliquid state ongeals and is not metastable as a �uidbelow the freezing point [5℄; in other words, the liquidstate of ondensed rare gases an be transformed into aglassy-like state as a result of fast ooling from temper-atures above the melting point to temperatures belowthe freezing point.A glassy-like state of ondensed rare gases an beprepared by two methods [4℄. The �rst method onsistsof a fast ooling of liquid rare gases; in the seond, aglassy-like state an be prepared as a result of depo-sition of individual atoms on a target at a low tem-*E-mail: berry�uhiago.edu**E-mail: smirnov�or.ru

perature [4, 6℄. Deposited atoms oupy initial posi-tions in a random array, and beause the temperature islow, the atoms annot move from their initial positionsenough to attain a distribution in thermodynami equi-librium. This amorphous spatial distribution of atomsis a glassy-like state of the bulk system. A transitionto the rystalline state is possible if the temperature israised su�iently high to allow annealing. Of ourse,parameters of this glassy-like state an di�er from thoseof systems obtained by fast ooling of the liquid state.Below, we ompare these states of bulk rare gases.In omparing these forms of ondensed rare gases,we aount for the strutures of the liquid and solidaggregate states that di�er beause of the presene ofinternal voids [7℄ in the seond ase. We de�ne an in-dividual void [8�10℄ as the result of the relaxation ofindividual vaanies. When a on�gurationally exitedstate of a system of bound atoms is formed from a om-pat solid state of this system by formation of somenumber of vaanies, these transform into voids whenthe system, with its vaanies, relaxes. We thereforeharaterize on�gurationally exited states of a bulksystem of bound atoms by the onentration of voidsand the parameters of an individual void at this on-entration. We assume that the voids are the results of298



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 2 (8), 2002 Glassy-like states of bulk rare gasesindividual vaanies and that if voids do beome neigh-bors, their energies an be omputed in the same man-ner as the energies of individual voids. This allows usto make a quantitative analysis of on�gurationally ex-ited states, inluding glassy-like states. This analysisfor ondensed rare gases is the goal of this paper.2. PROPERTIES AND FORMATION OFGLASSY-LIKE STATES OF RARE GASESCharaterizing on�gurationally exited states ofondensed rare gases by only the number of voids insideit, we prepare our state as follows [8�10℄. We take abulk rystal of a rare gas onsisting of n+ v atoms andremove v atoms to the outside. This system is assumedto be su�iently large suh that almost all the removedatoms ome from the inside of the system and sur-fae e�ets are negligible. After relaxation, this systemtherefore ontains n atoms and v internal voids, andaording to the de�nition, an individual void resultsfrom the relaxation of an individual vaany and itsimmediate environment. At temperatures signi�antlyabove 0 K, rystals in equilibrium have a low onen-tration of voids, but we here deal with quenhed sys-tems with muh higher onentrations of voids. Underthese onditions, the system is in a thermodynamiallynonequilibrium state that would tend to equilibriumby migration of voids to the surfae of the system. (Anonequilibrium state might also arise, in priniple, froma onentration of voids below the equilibrium value.)But onsidering this system during short time intervalsompared to the di�usion times of voids through thesystem, we an treat thermodynami-like properties ofstates with any number of voids. In addition, we as-sume that the spatial distribution of voids is uniformthroughout the system.Although stritly the volume and shape of an indi-vidual void varies in time, we use average parametersof individual voids that depend only on the void on-entration. In Table 1, void parameters are given forthe liquid state of ondensed rare gases near the triplepoint [11℄. We assume that the interation inside on-densed rare gases is mostly determined by the intera-tion between nearest neighbors and that the saling lawTable 1. Redued parameters of the liquid aggregatestates for ondensed rare gasesv=n "v=D Vvp2=R3e n0:320� 0:001 3:3� 0:2 0:50� 0:06 10:2� 0:1

is valid for ondensed and dense rare gases [11℄, whihallows expressing various parameters of these systemsthrough the atomi mass and two parameters of thepair interation potential of atoms, the depth of thepotential well D and the equilibrium distane betweenatoms Re, in the same manner. The auray of thedata given in Table 1 indiates the statistial error dueto a di�erene in these parameters for di�erent raregases.In Table 1, we give the relative number of voids,the ratio of the number of voids v to the number ofatoms n, the redued mean energy "v of the formationof an individual void, the average redued volume Vv ofan individual void, and the average number of nearestneighbors for a test internal atom. All these parame-ters pertain to the liquid state of rare gases near thetriple point [11℄, and we use them in what follows. Weassume that parameters of a glassy-like state oinidewith parameters of the liquid state if this glassy-likestate is formed as a result of a fast ooling of the liquidstate.3. KINETICS OF HEATING AND COOLINGPROCESSES INVOLVING GLASSY-LIKESTATESWe onsider the evolution of the liquid state of raregases subjeted to fast ooling or transformation of anamorphous state into the rystal as a result of heating.We take the transition rate 1=� in the Arrenius form1� = 1�0 exp��EaT � ; (1)where the temperature T is expressed in energy units,i.e., as kBT ; Ea is the ativation energy of the proess.Considering the ooling proess and assuming therate of the temperature variation dT=dt to be onstant,we express the typial time � of the ooling proess as1� = 1�T ����dTdt ���� = EaT 2 ����dTdt ���� ; (2)where �T = T 2=Ea is the temperature range in whihthe transition rate varies weakly. This implies thatthe instantaneous liquid state struture is onservedat temperatures below the melting point if the oolingrate satis�es the relation����dTdt ���� > T 2mEa�0 exp��EaT � : (3)If this riterion is satis�ed, subsequent ooling to tem-peratures below the melting point onverts the systeminto a glassy-like state.299



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 2 (8), 2002We now onsider another senario, in whih a bulksystem of bound atoms is prepared in an amorphousstate at a low temperature and its heating leads tothe transition into the ordered solid (rystalline) state.Considering the amorphous state to be a glassy-likeone, we de�ne the glass temperature Tg by the relation�(Tg) = �:From Eqs. (1) and (2), we then haveTg = Ealn T 2gEa�0(dT=dt)! : (4)Formula (4) relates the parameters of the proesses thatare responsible for the glassy transition.We now take into aount the nature of transitionsinvolving the aggregate or glassy-like states of a bulksystem of bound rare gas atoms as a result of the dif-fusion of voids in this system to its boundary or fromit. The rate of transition between aggregate states ofa bulk rare gas system or the rate of the glassy transi-tion in this system is then expressed through the di�u-sion oe�ient Dv of voids that is related to the self-di�usion oe�ient of atoms Da byDv = nvDa: (5)As an ativation proess, the di�usion of voids is har-aterized by an ativation energy. We note that for thesolid state, the number of vaanies isv / exp (�"v=T ) ;where "v is the energy of vaany formation. Hene,the ativation energies for the self-di�usion oe�ientof atoms Ea, for whih the data in Table 2 are takenfrom [12℄, and the di�usion oe�ients of voids andvaanies (Esol) di�er from those of the solid state bythe energy "v of formation of an individual vaany(Esol = Ea + "v). For the liquid state with v � n,the ativation energies for these di�usion proesses areidential. Table 2 ontains the ativation energies forself-di�usion of atoms in the solid (Esol) and liquid(Eliq) states. For the liquid state, the di�usion oef-�ient of voids is given byDv = D0 exp��EliqT � : (6)The parameters of this formula given in Table 2 followfrom measurements of the self-di�usion oe�ients of

atoms in liquid rare gases [13, 14℄ and Eq. (5). In Ta-ble 2, we in addition ompare the energy of the forma-tion of an individual void "liq for the liquid aggregatestate near the triple point [11℄ with the ativation en-ergy Eliq of the di�usion proess for voids in the liquid;we �nd that these values are idential with a suitableauray. We an therefore assume that the ativationenergy Ea for di�usion of voids in Eq. (1) is equal tothe energy of void formation "v.For simpliity, we take a ondensed rare gas in theform of a plane �lm loated on a target. A typialdi�usion time is given by� = l2Dv : (7)In partiular, Eqs. (3), (6), and (7) give the oolingrate for the formation of a glassy-like state of a �lm asa result of fast ooling,����dTdt ���� > �����dTdt �lim���� = T 2mEliq l2D0 exp��EliqTm � : (8)The threshold values of the parameter l2 jdT=dtj givenin Table 2 assure the formation of glassy-like states ofrare gases as a result of ooling liquid rare gases.4. HEATING PROCESS IN THE GLASSTRANSITIONVarious parameters of the system an be used inorder to distinguish the solid and glassy-like states;guided by the experiment [6℄, we use the saturatedvapor pressure over the plane surfae of the systemfor this purpose. Aording to the Clausius�Clapeyronlaw, the saturated vapor pressure is given by [15, 16℄p(v; T ) = pv exp��"(v)T � ; (9)where "(v) is the mean binding energy of a surfaeatom, whih is the sublimation energy per atom fora bulk system with a given number of voids v inside it.We assume that the saturated vapor pressures referredto any onentration of voids are idential at the triplepoint, as ours for the solid and liquid states. For thepre-exponential oe�ient in Eq. (9), this givespv = p0 exp�"(v)� "solTtr � ; (10)where "sol is the binding energy per atom for the solidstate, "sol = "(0), p0 is the pre-exponential fator in300



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 2 (8), 2002 Glassy-like states of bulk rare gasesTable 2. Parameters of void di�usion in ondensed rare gasesNe Ar Kr Xe AverageD, K [11℄ 42 143 200 278Esol, K 480� 20 1900� 100 2500� 100 3700� 100Esol=D 11:4� 0:5 13:3� 0:7 12:5� 0:5 13:3� 0:4 12:6� 0:9Eliq , K [13, 14℄ 113 352 405 607Eliq=D 2.69 2.46 2.01 2.18 2:3� 0:3"liq=D 2.20 2.29 2.06 2.15 2:2� 0:1D0, 10�2 m2/s 0.27 0.37 0.15 0.22l2 j(dT=dt)limj, 10�2 K � m2=s 0.014 0.11 0.15 0.22formula (9) for the solid state, and Ttr is the triplepoint temperature. It follows from this formula thatthe pre-exponential fator in Eq. (9) drops as the den-sity of voids inreases. Evidently, Eq. (10) is orretfor the liquid state.It then follows thatp(v; T )psol(T ) = exp �("sol � "(v))� 1T � 1Ttr�� ; (11)where psol(T ) is the saturated vapor pressure over thesolid surfae at a given temperature. In partiular, forthe metastable liquid state at a temperature T belowthe triple point, Eq. (11) givespliq(T )psol(T ) = exp ��Hfus� 1T � 1Ttr�� ; (12)where �Hfus is the spei� fusion enthalpy.Along with the temperature of the glassy transitiongiven by Eq. (4), whih haraterizes the equality of therate of heating and the proess of void di�usion, we in-trodue the temperature T� from whih the subsequentgrowth of the saturated vapor pressure an proeed.For heating of an amorphous state of a rare gas, thistemperature is de�ned by the relationp(v; Tg) = psol(T�);and in aordane with Eq. (11) we have"(v)� 1Tg � 1Ttr� = "sol� 1T� � 1Ttr� : (13)We now use these formulas to analyze the resultsof the experiment [6℄ in whih amorphous argon was

Table 3.Tg, K T�, K "(v), K Ea, KExperiment [6℄ 20� 1 24� 1 730� 90 330� 20Theory for liquid 21 23 790 350
prepared by deposition of an argon stream on a oppersubstrate at the temperature 10 K; the triple point ofbulk argon is Ttr = 83:7 K. Amorphous argon is formedunder these experimental onditions if the depositionrate is less than 3 � 10�9 m/s. We refer to this amor-phous form of argon as a glassy state. Warming leadsto an annealing transition to the rystal state [6; 4℄. Atypial �lm thikness in this experiment is 10�m, ex-eeding the distane between nearest neighbors of bulkondensed argon by more than three orders of magni-tude. This �lm an therefore be onsidered as bulkondensed argon. The heating rate dT=dt � 2 K/minleads to the glassy transition at Tg = 20 � 1 K andthe saturated vapor pressure starts to grow from thetemperature T� = 24 � 1 K. In Table 3, the results ofthis experiment are ompared with the above formulas,with the amorphous state assumed to be struturallyanalogous to the liquid state and the experimental datatreated on the basis of Eqs. (4) and (13). This ompar-ison shows that the amorphous state of argon obtainedby deposition of atoms on a old target is idential tothe glassy-like state that we have desribed as a frozenliquid state at low temperatures.301



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 2 (8), 20025. PECULIARITIES OF LIQUID AGGREGATESTATES AND GLASSY-LIKE STATESAssuming a kind of struture for ondensed raregases allowed us to formulate the onept of glassy-likestates on the basis of elementary on�gurational exita-tions in this system. Beause this understanding startsfrom the study of lusters, systems of a �nite numberof bound atoms, we onsider the onepts of the glassy-like and liquid aggregate states for lusters simultane-ously. On the one hand, taking a luster to the limitof very many onstituent partiles makes it into a bulksystem, allowing us to use and modify the luster on-epts for bulk systems. On the other hand, the lusteris a onvenient vehile for omputer modeling, and theresults for lusters give important information aboutthe glassy and phase transitions in bulk systems. Next,onsidering lusters bound by pair interations betweenatoms, we assume that these atoms an be treated aslassial and examine exitations of two types, on�g-urational exitations and phonons. Phonons of ourseresult from vibrational motion of atoms, while a on-�guration exitation leads to a hange of the atomion�guration. Both the true solid�liquid phase tran-sition and the glassy transition result primarily fromtransitions involving on�gurationally exited states ofthe luster. Computer modeling of lusters allows usto understand these phenomena in detail.The potential energy surfae of a typial luster ofmore than very few partiles bound by pair interationsbetween atoms has many loal minima, determined bythe on�guration of atoms; this is possibly the prinipalharateristi of suh systems [17�20℄. Eah loal min-imum orresponds to a spei� on�gurational exita-tion of a luster, and neighboring loal minima are sep-arated by saddle points of the potential energy surfae.During its evolution at low temperatures, a luster istherefore most often found in those loal minima, andspends only a very small fration of time in intermedia-te positions. We base our approah on the suppositionthat the luster aggregate state is a group of on�g-urationally exited states with very similar exitationenergies. Within this de�nition, eah luster aggregatestate is haraterized by a ertain energy and entropythat orresponds to the lassial thermodynami statein the limit of large luster size. But the analysis of theluster phase transitions on the basis of loal minimaof the potential energy does not inlude the Lindemannriterion [21, 22℄, whih has proved itself very useful forreal systems, and aording to whih the phase tran-sition proeeds at the temperature at whih the meanamplitude of atomi osillations reahes a ertain value.

Fig. 1. The struture of the iosahedral luster onsist-ing of 13 atoms [30℄
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iosahedralstruture liquid statesolid stateFig. 2. The lowest exited states of the Lennard�Jonesluster of 13 atoms and the harater of their forma-tion through saddle points [23℄. Values near levels in-diate the exitation energies expressed in units of thebinding energy D per one bond. The energies of thelose-paked strutures are taken from [17℄. The low-est exited luster states may be linked to the luster'sliquid state in whih the lusters spend most of thetime if they begin with a su�ient exitation energy ortemperature [24�27℄From the analysis of omputer simulations of the phasetransition in lusters, the ompatibility of these twoperspetives an be seen.We onsider a luster onsisting of 13 atoms boundby the Lennard�Jones interations LJ13. This lusterhas iosahedral struture in its ground on�gurationalstate, as shown in Fig. 1. The lowest on�gurationalexitation of this luster orresponds to the transfer ofone atom from an iosahedron vertex to a surfae fae;the total number of suh on�gurational exitations,and hene its statistial weight, is g = 180 (15 positions302



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 2 (8), 2002 Glassy-like states of bulk rare gaseson the luster surfae times 12 vertex atoms). Thereare 3 positions of an exited atom on the luster surfaethat orrespond to di�erent exitation energies; the pa-rameters of these exitations are given in Fig. 2 [23℄.Naturally, neighboring stable positions of a test atomare separated by barriers. The barrier harater of theluster potential surfae an be understood in the sim-plest ase where only the nearest neighbors interat. Atest atom then has 6 bonds with nearest neighbors and3 bonds if it transfers to the iosahedron surfae; inthis ase, the exitation energy is 3D, where D is thedepth of the Lennard�Jones well. But in the ourse ofa transition between these states, at the lowest poten-tial maximum along suh a path (the saddle point), thetest atom has bonds to only two atoms, and this tran-sition is therefore haraterized by the barrier height1D. The long-range ontributions to the total inter-ation in the Lennard�Jones interation oming fromnon-nearest neighbors, smooth this piture suh thatthe exitation energy and the barrier threshold slightlyderease in this ase. We note that these data for atomexitations (Fig. 2) pertain to zero temperature andhene inlude no vibrational ontributions to the en-ergy.We now analyze the phase transition that ourswhen this luster is heated. The important speialproperty of any phase hange in lusters is the oexis-tene of the phases (e.g., solid and liquid) within somenonzero temperature range [24�27℄, in ontrast to bulksystems where any phase transition ours at a spe-i� temperature (both at a given pressure, of ourse).This follows from the luster onsisting of a relativelysmall, �nite number of partiles, and we now fous onthe parameters of the liquid state of this luster in therange of the phase transition [24�27℄. We note thatbeause the liquid state is analyzed on the basis ofvarious orrelations between luster atoms, it an bereliably separated from the ordered solid state. In a-ordane with the previous omputer simulations [24�27℄, the temperature range of the phase oexistene forLJ13 is (0.29�0:31)D, the exitation energy of the liq-uid state is �" � 2:5D on average, and the statistialweight of the liquid state with respet to the solid stateof this luster is approximatelygliq = exp(�"=Teq) � 4 � 103;where Teq = 0:30D is the lassial melting point forthis luster, the (approximate) temperature at whihthe free energies of the solid and the liquid are equal.(The pressure is assumed to be zero.) We note that themodel for the liquid state of this iosahedral luster isbased on one-atom on�gurational transitions. Com-
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Fig. 3. The alori urve for a luster or bulk systemwith two aggregate statesparing these data with the data at zero temperature,we �nd that only the statistial weight of the exitedstate varies signi�antly, whereas hanges of other pa-rameters of the luster exited state are not very im-portant.This implies that heating of the Lennard�Jonesluster of 13 atoms from zero temperature to the melt-ing point hanges the statistial weight of one-atom ex-itation from 180 to 4�103, and the entropy of this tran-sition therefore hanges from �S = 5:2 to �S = 8:3.The latter orresponds to the spei� entropy hange�s = �S=13 = 0:64. We note that the spei� entropyhange for bulk rare gases is �s = 1:68 at the meltingpoint.From this onsideration, it follows that as a resultof luster heating, the statistial weight ontributed byvibrations of individual atoms also inreases with tem-perature, making the onditions still less stringent forthe phase transition. This is why the Lindemann ri-terion is valid for the phase transition, although thephenomenon results overwhelmingly from the on�g-urational exitation of the system. We also note theexample of a solid�solid phase transition in a largeluster [28, 29℄ in whih the vibrational ontributionto the thermodynami parameters is quite small, al-though this ontribution is signi�ant in the ase ofthe solid�liquid phase transition.Returning to the problem under onsideration, weonlude that the liquid and glassy-like luster stateshave virtually idential strutural nature, but are har-aterized by di�erent statistial weights or entropies be-ause the liquid state, orresponding to higher temper-atures than glassy-like states, has signi�antly highervibrational entropy (whih re�ets the mobilities andhigher-frequeny motions of the atoms of the liquid).303
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a

bFig. 4. The developed view of the surfae of the iosa-hedron luster with the ompleted layers onsisting of13 (a) and 55 (b) atoms. Solid irles are the sur-fae luster atoms, the open squares are positions ofan atom loated on the luster surfae; transitions ofthis atom on the luster surfae are shown by solid linesand the boundaries of the surfae luster triangles aredenoted by �ne solid lines. Arrows show transitionsof a test atom into the ground state and double ar-rows relate to the same atom of the three-dimensionalstruture; dotted lines onnet idential positions forthe three-dimensional lusterThe alori urve for a bulk rare gas system is shemati-ally represented in Fig. 3. The liquid state is a thermo-dynamially stable or metastable aggregate state abovethe freezing point; in the ourse of a temperature de-rease, it is transformed into a glassy state. For a lus-ter, this piture an be more ompliated beause aluster an have several aggregate states, e.g., thosebased on di�erent aggregate states of its shells (see,e.g., [31℄). Considering a bulk system of bound atomsfor whih surfae e�ets are not essential, we obtainonly one kind of on�guration exitations in the formof internal voids, and the alori urve therefore takesa simple form.In ontrast to a bulk system, the transition of a lus-ter from a glassy-like state, or luster relaxation, pro-eeds rapidly, beause the elementary exitation doesnot beome entangled inside the system, as it an in thease of the void di�usion inside a bulk. Nevertheless,this tendeny ours in lusters if their size inreases.Figure 4 ontains a developed view of lusters with theiosahedral struture onsisting of 13 and 55 atoms;these lusters have ompleted shells of atoms in theirground on�gurational states. Elementary on�gura-

tional exitations of these lusters orrespond to tran-sitions of one vertex atom (or several atoms) to the lus-ter surfae, suh that in glassy-like states, a promotedatom drifts over the luster surfae, and the luster re-laxation orresponds to a transition of an atom to afree vertex position. Beause all the positions of anexited atom on the luster surfae are almost identi-al, suh an atom an have random displaements onthe surfae, similarly to a di�usion proess. Thus, as aluster inreases in size, the harater of the relaxationproess for glassy-like states beomes idential to thatof a bulk system.From this analysis for the simplest bulk systems ofbound atoms and lusters, it follows that the glassy andphase transitions have a ommon feature that onsistsin a hange of on�gurational exitation in suh transi-tions. The di�erene between these phenomena is suhthat thermal exitation of bound atoms in�uenes thephase transition, e.g., as demonstrated by the Linde-mann riterion. For glassy-like states of a system ofbound atoms, the thermal motion of atoms is not veryimportant. 6. CONCLUSIONSOn the basis of the above analysis, the glassy stateonept an be arried over from omplex (i.e., bulkmarosopi) systems to simple ones, spei�ally toatomi lusters. Aording to the de�nition [4℄, theglassy state is a thermodynamially unstable on�gu-rational state of bound atoms formed by fast oolingof a system for whih extremely slow ooling leads toa transition, with an ativation energy, between twotruly stable aggregate states. For glasses [1�4℄, thistransition involves the hange of positions of some on-stituent partiles, and the system �nally takes a rys-talline struture as it undergoes an �in�nitely� slowooling. One more peuliarity of this transition is thedi�erene of densities of the strutures for the initialand �nal states. Together with restruturing of the par-tile positions, relaxation to the equilibrium thereforerequires that voids must di�use to the system boundaryor into the system.Fousing now on simple bulk systems of boundatoms, suh as ondensed rare gases, we �nd no needto invoke restruturing of hemial bonds in suh sys-tems, but transport of voids proeeds by analogy withglasses and has an ativation harater. The glassy-likestate of suh a system an be prepared by two meth-ods, by fast ooling of the liquid aggregate state or bydeposition of an atom �ux on a substratum at low tem-304



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 2 (8), 2002 Glassy-like states of bulk rare gasesperatures below the melting point with the formationof a random distribution of atoms.In the ase of lusters, the systems exhibitinga �nite number of loally stable on�gurationallyexited states formed by the transition of atoms fromompleted luster shells to the surfae onform to themodel of a glassy state aording to its de�nition.This orresponds to the formation of surfae voids;the annihilation of voids results in a transition ofatoms from the luster surfae to the outermost shell.This glassy-like state an also be onsidered from thestandpoint of the onept of the luster on�gurationalexitation as a result of the transition to loal minimaof the potential energy surfae of this luster. Beauseneighboring loal minima of the luster on�gurationalenergy are separated by barriers [19, 20℄, transitionsfrom the ground luster shell to exited on�gurationshave an ativation harater. Thus, the known exitedstrutures of simple systems of bound atoms onformto the de�nition of the glassy state. Based on thenature of the glassy-like states of simple systems asa result of formation of voids, one an analyze thesestates in more detail.R. S. B. wishes to aknowledge the support of theNational Siene Foundation.REFERENCES1. W. Eitel, The Physial Properties of Siliates, Univer-sity of Chiago Press, Chiago (1954).2. A. Bondi, Physial Properties of Moleular Crystals,Liquids and Glasses, Wiley, New York (1968).3. A. Feltz, Amorphe und Glasartige Anorganishe Fest-körper, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin (1983).4. I. Gutzow and J. Shmelzer, The Vitreous State,Springer, Berlin (1995).5. R. S. Berry and B. M. Smirnov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz.120, 889 (2001).6. A. Kouhi and T. Kuroda, Jap. J. Appl. Phys. 29, L807(1990).7. H. Reiss, H. L. Frish, and J. L. Lebowitz, J. Chem.Phys. 31, 369 (1959).8. B. M. Smirnov, Inorg. Mater. 35, 562 (1999).9. B. M. Smirnov, in Nuleation Theory and Appliations,ed. by J. W. P. Shmelzer, G. Röpke, and V. B. Priez-zhev, JINR, Dubna (1999).
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